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Abstract
 
We summarize recent results on biminimal Legendrian and Lagrangian submanifolds in
 
Sasakian and complex space forms.
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1. Introduction
 
A minimal submanifold is one of the main objects in Riemmanian geometry.As a natural
 
extension of minimal submanifolds from the view point of variational calculus,Loubeau and
 
Montaldo［22］introduced the notion of biminimal submanifolds,which are critical points of the
 
bienergy with respect to al normal variations.Here,the bienergy is defined by the integration
 
of squared norm of tension field.Thus,it provides a measure for the extent to which a
 
submanifold fails to be minimal.Minimal submanifolds are biminimal,however,the converse
 
is not true in general.In fact,many examples of non-minimal biminimal submanifolds have
 
been constructed in［20］,［23］,［24］and［29］.
On the other hand,Legendrian and Lagrangian submanifolds are the most fundamental
 
objects in contact and symplectic geometry,respectively.The study of them from the
 
Riemmanian geometric point of view was initiated in 1970’s(cf.［3,9］).In particular,minimal
 
Legendrian and Lagrangian submanifolds have attracted considerable attention from both
 
geometric and physical point of view(cf.［18,33］).Some extensions of such submanifolds also
 
have been studied widely(see,［7,8,13,26］,for example).In this paper,as other extension,
biminimal Legendrian and Lagrangian submanifolds are surveyed.But,al known results
 
might have not been included.
2. Biharmonic maps and biminimal submanifolds
 
Let?:???,?????,??be a smooth map between two Riemannian manifolds.The tension
 
ield τ(f)of f  is a section of the vector bundle???? defined by
τ???:＝tr?∇???＝∑
?
??
?∇??????－???∇?????,
where∇?,∇and???denote the induced connection,the connection of??and a local orthonor-
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 mal basis of??respectively.Ifτ???＝0 on??,?is caled harmonic.The bienergy????of
?over compact domainΩ⊂??is defined by
????＝??Ω?τ???????,
where???dvg is the volume form of??(see,［15］).Then??provides a measure for the
 
extent to which?fails to be harmonic.If?is a critical point of??over every compact
 
domain,then?is caled a biharmonic map (or 2-harmonic map).In［21］,Jiang proved that
?is biharmonic if and only if
??τ????＝0,
where the operator ?is the Jacobi operator defined by
????:＝?¯? － ????,?∈Γ??????,
?¯?:＝－∑
?
??
?∇??∇??－∇?∇????,
????:＝∑
?
??
????,???????????,
where?? is the curvature tensor of?.If?is an isometric immersion,(2.1)is rewritten as
?¯? ＝ ? ,
where? is the mean curvature vector field.
The first example of nonminimal biharmonic submanifolds,i.e.submanifolds such that the
 
inclusion map is biharmonic was constructed by Jiang as folows:
????
1????2
?
?×??
?
?
1????2
?
????????1?,
where?≠?(［21］).For the classification of biharmonic submanifolds in spheres,see［5］,［6］
and［4］,for example.
Recently,Loubeau and Montaldo introduced the notion of biminimal isometric immersions
 
as biharmonic isometric immersions.
Definition 1(［22］)An isometric immersion?:??,?????,??is caled a biminimal if it is a
 
critical point of the bienergy functional??with respect to al normal variation with compact
 
support.Here,a normal variation means a variation??through?＝??such that the variational
 
vector field?＝????????is normal to?.In this case,? is caled a biminimal submanifold.
A submanifold is biminimal if and only if
??¯? － ?????⊥＝0,
where⊥ means the normal part(［22］).Clearly,minimal submanifolds and biharmonic
 
submanifolds are biminimal.
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3. Biminimal Legendrian submanifolds in Sasakian space forms
 
Denote Sasakian space forms of constantφ-sectional curvature∊by????∊?.The curvature
 
tensor?of????∊?is given by(［25］)
???,???＝∊＋3???4 ???,???－??,????＋
∊－1???4 ?η???η????
－η???η????＋??,??η???ξ－??,??η???ξ
＋??,φ??φ?－??,φ??φ?＋2??,φ??φ??,
whereηis a contact 1-form,φ is an almost contact structure andξis Reeb vector field of
????∊?.Sasakian space forms have been classified by Tanno(see,［32］).Let??be a
 
submanifold in????∊?.Ifηrestricted to??vanishes,then??is caled an integral
 
submanifold,in particular if?＝?,it is caled a Legendrian submanifold.Integral curves are
 
often caled Legendre curves.
In case of?＝?＝1,Inoguchi proved(［19］and［20］)that
 
Theorem 2 A Legendre curve in a Sasakian space from ??∊?is biminimal if  and only if  its
 
curvature κ satisfies κ?＝∊－1.
For biharmonic Legendre curves in Sasakian space forms of general dimension,see［16］
and［17］.
Remark 3 In Proposition 4.1 of［1］,the author and his colaborators showed the necessary and
 
sufficient conditions for non-geodesic Legendre curves in 3-dimensional(κ,μ)-manifolds to be
 
biharmonic.But,this is not true ifκ≠1,in general.We must add the assumption that???
φ?,where? is a unit tangent vector field of Legendre curve.In fact,ifκ≠1,??is not
 
paralel toφ?,in general.Therefore,we can not always choose a Frenet field with(4.1)in
［1］.Authors thank J.Inoguchi and J.-E.Lee for pointing out this error.
The author classified nonminimal biharmonic Legendrian surfaces in 5-dimensional Sasa-
kian space forms as folows:
Theorem 4(［27］) Let ??be a nonminimal biharmonic Legendrian surface in 5-dimensional
 
Sasakian space forms ??∊?of  constant φ-sectional curvature ∊. Then ∊?－11＋32??2??????41 and at 
each point ?∈??there exists a suitable local coordinate system ??,??on a neighborhood of  p
 
such that the metric tensor?and the second fundamental form h take the following :
(1)?＝???＋???,
(2)
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????,???＝∊－1???α φ??,
????,???＝??α－
∊－1???α
?
?φ??,
????,???＝??α－
∊－1???α
?
?φ??,
where ??＝ ?????, ??＝
?????and
α＝
?
?
?
?
?
?
??????????????13∊－9±?41∊?＋22∊－47????????????8 ?∊≠1?,
1 ?∊＝1?.
Conversely, suppose that ∊is a constant satisfying ∊?－11＋32??2??????41 and let g be the metric 
tensor on a simply-connected domain ?⊂??defined by (1). Then, up to rigid motions of
??∊?, there exists a unique Legendrian immersion of ??,??into ??∊?whose second fundamen-
tal form is given by (2). Moreover such an immersion is nonminimal biharmonic.
In particular,in the case that the ambient space is the unit 5-sphere,we have a explicit
 
representation of such an immersion as folows:
Corolary 5(［27］) Let ???? ??1?⊂??be a nonminimal biharmonic Legendrian immersion
 
into the unit 5-sphere. Then the position vector???,??of ??in ??is given by
???,??＝ 1????2(??,???sin??2?,???cos??2??.
As to biminimal Legendrian surfaces in 5-dimensional Sasakian space forms,we obtain
 
Theorem 6(［29］) Biminimal Legendrian surfaces in Sasakian space forms are biharmonic.
Theorem 4 and 6 give us a complete classification of nonminimal biminimal Legendrian
 
surfaces in 5-dimensional Sasakian space forms.
In［21］Jiang obtained the second variation formula for the bienergy??.But in case that
 
the ambient space is not localy symmetric,it is difficult to compute the formula.We remark
 
that Sasakian space forms are not localy symmetric in general.The second variation formula
 
of biharmonic Legendrian submanifolds in Sasakian space forms was obtained by the author as
 
folows:
Theorem 7(［30］) Let ?be a biharmonic Legendrian immersion from a compact  n-dimen-
sional manifold ??into a Sasakian space form ????∊?. Let ????be a smooth variation of ?
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 such that ??＝?and ? be the corresponding variational vector field. Then we have
1?2
????????
?
????????＝
?
???
?????,?????,
where
????＝－∊＋3???4 ??τ??＋2trace?∇?τ,???＋2trace?τ,∇? ??＋?τ,??τ
－2trace?∇? ,??τ－? ? ??＋? ? ?
＋∊－1???4 ?η???trace?η?∇?τ???＋?τ?η???ξ＋2trace?∇?τ,φ??φ?
－2trace?∇?τ,φ??φ?－4φ?∇?φ?????－2??,φτ?ξ＋η???φτ
－4φ?∇????＋2trace?τ,φ?∇? ??φ?－3?τ,φ??φτ＋2trace?∇? ,φ??φτ
＋2?η???φτ＋2η????φ???＋?η? ? ?ξ－3? ? ?⊥?＋?¯? ? ,
where ? (resp. ⊥)means the tangent (resp. normal)part.
Put
????:＝????,??,φ??
for a vector field?of??.Then??φτ?is a globaly defined function on??.In terms of?τ?
and??φτ?,we give the sufficient conditions for nonminimal biharmonic Legendrian sub-
manifolds to be unstable as folows:
Theorem 8(［30］) Let ??be a compact nonminimal biharmonic Legendrian submanifolds in
 
a Sasakian space form ????∊?. If
?
???
??∊＋3??τ??－3?∊－1???φτ?????＞0,
then ??is unstable.
Applying Theorem 8 and the classification of biharmonic Legendrian curves and surfaces
(［27］),we get
 
Corolary 9(［30］) Compact  nonminimal  biharmonic Legendrian submanifolds  of  Sasakian
 
space forms ????∊?are unstable if ??2.
There is a special vector field along submanifolds in contact manifolds,i.e.,Reeb vector
 
fieldξ.Thus,it is natural and interesting to consider variations?∈Span?ξ?:＝??ξ??∈
??????.We cal such variations R-variations.If the second variation under any R-variation
 
is non-negative,?or??is said to be R-stable.Otherwise it is said to be R-unstable.Then,
we obtain
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Theorem 10(［30］) Let ??be a compact nonminimal biharmonic Legendrian submanifold in
 
Sasakian space form ????∊?. Then ??is R-stable if  and only if λ? 3∊－19????4 , where λ?is the 
irst non-zero eigenvalue of  the Laplacian acting on ??????.
Corolary 11(［30］) Compact nonminimal biharmonic Legendrian submanifolds of  Sasakian
 
space forms ????∊?with ∊?19??3 are R-stable.
4. Biminimal Lagrangian submanifolds in complex space forms
 
Let???4∊?be a complex space form of complex dimension?and complex index???0?.
Denote???4∊?by???4∊?.The complex index is defined as the complex dimension of the
 
largest complex negative definite vector subspace of the tangent space.The curvature tensor
?of???4∊?is given by
???,???＝∊???,???－??,???＋??,?????
－??,?????＋2??,??????,
where?is the almost complex structure of???4∊?.Barros and Romero［2］showed that
 
localy any complex space form???4∊?is isometric holomorphicaly to??,????4∊?or????4∊?
according as∊＝0,∊＞0or∊＜0.A submanifold of???4∊?is caled Lagrangian if J  inter-
changes the tangent and the normal spaces.
As to biharmonic Lagrangian surfaces in complex space forms with?＝1,we have
 
Theorem 12(［28］) (I)Biharmonic Lagrangian surfaces of non-zero constant mean curvature
 
in ???4?are locally given by
???,??＝π???
??????????????＋1 ?
???,?
??????1??????＋1 ??cosh?
???????＋1?,
?
??????1??????＋1 ??sinh?
???????＋1??,
where ?＝?
?????7±??41?????2 and πis the Hopf  fibration.
(II)Biharmonic Lagrangian surfaces of  non-zero constant mean curvature in ???－4?
are locally given by
???,??＝π???
??????1??????＋1 ???sinh?
???????＋1?,?
??????1??????＋1 ???cosh?
???????＋1?,
?
??????????????＋1
???
?
?,
where?＝?
?????7±??41?????2 .
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 A submanifold is caled marginally trapped (or quasi-minimal)if the mean curvature
 
vector field is light-like.We obtain
 
Theorem 13(［28］) Let M be a marginally trapped biharmonic Lagrangian surface in ??4∊?.
Then ∊＝0, and there exists a coordinate system ??,??defined in a neighborhood U of ?∈?
such that the metric tensor of  U is given by ?＝???－???and the second fundamental form is
 
given by the following form :
????,???＝????＋?－????2 ???,????,???＝－????－
?＋3????2 ???,
????,???＝－?－????2 ???＋????, (4.1)
?＝－?＋?????8 ??－??????－??＋???－??,?＝???－??－?, (4.2)
where f  and g are arbitrary functions.
Conversely, suppose that  a and c are functions  on a simply-connected domain ?⊂??
defined by (4.2). Let ?＝???－???be the metric tensor on U. Then, up to rigid motions of
??, there exists a unique Lagrangian immersion of ??,??into ??whose second fundamental
 
orm is given by (4.1). Moreover such a surface is marginally trapped biharmonic.
In［12］,Chen and Ishikawa obtained the classification of marginaly trapped biharmonic
 
surfaces in??.But it was not complete.In fact,surfaces in Theorem 13 were not included in
 
their classification.
Remark 14 After the proof of Theorem 13 was completed,the author found out that the
 
position vectors of Lagrangian surfaces in Theorem 13 were obtained explicitly by Chen and
 
Dilen as folows(see,(i.2)in Theorem 4.1 of［11］):
???,??＝??????＋????,
where????is a real-valued function,??is a light-like vector,and????is a nul curve in??
satisfying?????,?????＝0and?????,?????＝－1.Here,a curve?is caled nul if it
 
satisfies???,??＝0.We can easily see that?is biharmonic.
As to biharmonic Lagrangian surfaces in complex space forms with?＝0,we have
 
Theorem 15(［28］) Let ??be a biharmonic Lagrangian surface of  non-zero constant mean
 
curvature in ??4∊?. Then ∊＞0and biharmonic Lagrangian surfaces of  non-zero constant
 
mean curvature in ???4?are locally given by
???,??＝π???
??????????????＋1 ?
???,?
??????1??????＋1 ??cos?
???????＋1?,
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?
??????1??????＋1 ??sin?
???????＋1??, (4.3)
where ?＝?
?????7±??41?????2 .
Clifford torus is defined by????:＝?????＝???∑????＝1?∈????1?.Thenπ?????is a
 
Lagrangian submanifold in????4?.A surface(4.3)is an open part ofπ???with??＝
??????9±??41?????20 ,??＝??＝
???????11???41??????40 .Zhang showed
 
Theorem 16(［34］) π?????is biharmonic in ????4?if  and only if
????
?
?
1????
?
?－
1????＝2??＋3?
?
???＋1???－
1????
?
?.
As to biminimal Lagrangian surfaces in complex space forms with?＝0,we obtain
 
Theorem 17(［31］) Let ??be a biminimal  Lagrangian surface in 2-dimensional  complex
 
space forms ??4∊?, where ∊∈?－1,0,1?. If  the mean curvature is non-zero constant, then ∊
＝1, i.e., the ambient space is the complex projective space ???4?, and moreover??is an open
 
part of π???with ??＝?
?????9±??41?????20 , ??＝??＝＝
???????11???41??????40 , i.e., it is locally represented by (4.3).
Finaly,we give an example of biminimal Lagrangian surface of non-constant mean
 
curvature.We need the folowing existence theorem(［14］).
Theorem 18 Let ???,??be an n-dimensional simply connected Riemannian manifold. Let σ
be a symmetric bilinear???-valued form on ??satisfying
(1) ??σ??,??,??is totally symmetric,
(2) ?∇σ???,?,??＝∇?σ??,??－σ?∇??,??－α??,∇???is totally symmetric,
(3) ???,???＝∊????,???－???,????＋σ?σ??,??,??－σ?σ??,??,??.
Then there exists a Lagrangian isometric immersion ?:???,??????4∊?such that the second
 
undamental form h satisfies ???,??＝?σ??,??.
We consider the folowing autonomous system:
????＝γ, (4.4)
γ???＝－μγ＋????＋2??＋μ?－2??－5∊?, (4.5)
????＝??－3??μ, (4.6)
μ???＝2??－μ?－??－∊, (4.7)
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 where∊∈?－1,0,1?.We take initial conditions as??0?＝γ?0?＝1,??0?＝μ?0?＝2.Then for
 
sufficiently smal number?,there exist nowhere zero and non-constant solutions????,γ???,
????,μ???on?－?,??.We define the metric tensor g on?－?,??×?by
?＝???＋??exp
?
?
?μ???????
????, (4.8)
and a symmetric bilinear formσby
σ???,??＝??－????,
σ???,??＝???, (4.9)
σ???,??＝???,
where??＝??,??＝ 1????????
exp??
?μ?????
?.
By(4.6)-(4.9),we find that?andσsatisfy(1)-(3)in Theorem 18.Therefore there exists
 
a Lagrangian isometric immersion from??－?,??×?,??to??4∊?whose second fundamental
 
form is given by?＝?σ.From(4.4)and(4.5),we obtain that it is biminimal.Moreover,since
????≠0andγ???≠0on?－?,??,the mean curvature is nowhere zero and non-constant.
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